Divestment Statement

First and foremost I want to thank everyone for coming out tonight.

And letting your thoughts. I will keep my speech short as I wish to
give the student speakers time to go in depth about the Resolution.

I want to briefly mention why I brought this up to the Senate floor.

This issue is a very complex issue to talk about and to so our that has
been brought many times at this campus. This Resolution is to let the
UI regents know we want - (The students) want to have our money,
Associated Student's money, to be taken at a specific companies that
profit of human rights violations around the world. This isn't the
first time this Association has asked to divest student fees from
different companies throughout the time this institution's time. This also won't
be the last time that this Association will have to call for divestment of
companies in the future. Students should always have a say in where
and whom companies.

As we have this discussion tonight I urge that we keep
civility and dialogue. I strongly urge our students to hear students
to dig into your terms with.

As I close my speech I want to